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Let’s face it, even if they loved their time in college, 
most alumni move on. Connection to the institution 
where they earned their degree diminishes as life moves 
forward. Between 2016 and 2017, the number of alumni 
participating in their annual fund declined 1.5%.  
If you’re working in higher education advancement or 
marketing, you’re at the front lines of the battle to slow 
alumni’s drifting attention. 

Many alumni could be receptive to their alma maters. 
They’d attend a reunion, go to a regional meet-up, or 
even write an end-of-the-year check, but they’re not 
doing it right now. Why?  

It’s simply that your message isn’t resonating with them. 
It’s either the wrong message, or it’s delivered to the 
wrong person. But you can fix this by adapting your 
marketing strategy. 

Plotting a strong segmentation strategy for annual 
giving appeals, can help you reach the right people 
with the right message. Segmentation helps you 
avoid alienating otherwise receptive individuals and 
strengthens your pool of engaged alumni. Alumni get 
personalized messaging from retailers and advertisers–
they expect their alma mater to know them too. Here’s 
how to improve your segmentation strategy and reach 
alumni where and how they want to be reached. 

The Big One: Life Stage. 
There’s nothing like getting an email and thinking “wow, 
if I were 30 years younger (or 30 years older), I’d maybe 
be into this...” Cue the immediate drag and drop into the 
recycle bin.  Obviously, you’d like to avoid this response 
when you’re doing alumni outreach or appeals. 

You probably already know that it makes the most sense 
to create life stage specific programming and only send 
it to people to whom it would be applicable. It’s an easy 
goal to state, but a harder one to execute. Revisit this 
strategy often, because small refinements have the 
potential to yield big results.  

A couple of ideas to think about: 

• Do you track alumni age in your database? Use it for 
life stage specific communications—your 45-year-old 
recent graduate isn’t going to be engaged by the 
same programming as your 22-year-old graduate. 
They may have the same graduation year—great for 
their reunion mailer, but not cool when you send out a 
cute little quiz called “Adulting 101.”

• Newly minted grads are looking for career advice, 
continued social connections with friends, and may 
feel residual affinity to the college they attended 
not long ago. Most advancement offices consider 
student loans and avoid sending this demographic 
aggressive donation requests. Go ahead, send them 
“Adulting 101” and provide them with the space and 
the connections to figure it all out. You have a long-
term relationship in the making.  
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• If alumni are donors and direct their gifts to 
specific interests or projects, keep them engaged. 
They donated to fund the new library. Send them 
construction updates. Ask them if they want to meet 
other donors to celebrate the newly completed 
building. Send them library lecture series invitations. 
Tactfully let them know how they can support literacy 
and information in other ways on campus. 

• If you have information on interest groups of alumni 
had when they were students, dust it off. Invite 
marching band alumni back for a big home game and 
a fun picnic with current students. Present them with 
a volunteer opportunity, or a request for a donation 
that will fund a specific interest. Use personalization 
to create genuine connection.  

Giving Data 
Use giving data to segment and you’re more likely to get 
repeat donations. If you demonstrate that you know your 
supporters as well as they know you, they’re more likely 
to respond. 

• Segment donors by gift band and try to encourage 
them to the next level. Use additional knowledge 
about your alumni donors to personalize your 
requests and increase your success. 

• Keep track of gift anniversaries–they indicate when 
and how specific donors are willing to donate. 

• The hand-off! When do recent grads, frequently 
younger people, transition to the next stage? Usually 
it’s about the time when they’re advancing in their 
careers, nurturing a family, and considering ways they 
can give back. These alumni should be segmented 
differently from their younger and older compatriots. 
Present them with opportunities to mentor or 
volunteer, create a connections program for mid-
career professionals, ask for their input and their 
advice. Go ahead, make a donation request! 

• What’s next? 50+ alumni often have a lot to offer 
each other and their younger peers. They can help 
with career development, are financially mature, and 
often have more time to engage with topics that 
interest them. If you haven’t heard from them in years, 
some well-timed nostalgia can break the ice. If they’re 
old friends of your institution, they might be open 
to building a legacy in partnership with you through 
donations or volunteering. 

Donor Interests
You can use alumni life stage as a proxy for their 
interests, but if alumni have donated before or indicated 
their interests to you in any other way, respond! You 
know a bit about what they like, so make sure they get 
more. 
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Career Interests 
Especially when paired thoughtfully with life stage 
segmentation, and location, contacting alumni about 
opportunities or information specific to their career can 
be a useful way to engage. If your institution doesn’t 
have career networking or mentorship programs, this is 
a fantastic thing to start. Not only does it help alumni, it 
gives people a real, tangible way to engage with you and 
understand your value after they graduate. 

Wealth and Affinity
At the end of the day, if your goal is to turn alumni into 
donors, you’re going to want to focus in on the alumni 
segment with the strongest affinity to your institution. 

Alumni who show the most affinity for your institution 
are going to be your most likely donors. If they’re 
wealthy, they’re great candidates for major gift 
prospecting. Regardless of their personal wealth, 
find out as much about them as you can. The better 
you understand their interests, life stage, and their 
connection to you, the more personalized and 
meaningful donation request you can make. Knowing 
these highly engaged constituents’ wealth estimates can 
help you understand which donors would benefit from a 
relationship with a gift officer and which could form the 
core of your loyal annual giving supporters. Regardless of 
where they fall, take good care of these relationships and 
nurture them with relevant content and opportunities. 

Your Next Steps 
Creating a segmentation strategy that works for your 
institution takes time. Don’t be afraid to start small and 
grow your strategy year over year. By running just one 
segmented appeal and measuring the results, you’ll be 
able to learn more about the unique strategy that will 
yield your institution the best response. As you learn 
more about your alumni base and about alumni donors, 
you’ll be better positioned to create a mutually beneficial 
relationship. Dive right in and let us know what works for 
you! 

Blackbaud research shows that most donors make 
repeat gifts within two months of their previous 
gift. Avoid alienating your loyal supporters by only 
appealing to them during the timeframe around their 
prior gift. 

Engagement 
Are you keeping track of the people who’re already 
engaged with you? When people attend events, interact 
with you frequently online, or donate every time a mailer 
goes out, they’re raising their hand to say they’re a fan. 
Don’t let that opportunity go to waste. 

• Events: most alumni engagement offices, or 
university advancement teams keep track of who 
goes to events. Just make sure this information gets 
into the hands of the people who need it most. If 
you know what kind of events certain alumni are 
attending, you’re better able to personalize their 
communications and can accurately segment them to 
receive communication they care about.  

• Digital: Measuring and reacting to digital engagement 
is another way to learn about alumni. If you’ve got 
serious social media fans, figure out what they’re 
interested in and generate more of it. 

• Email: are their certain people who always open your 
emails or click on the links? This is great information. 
Find out a little bit more about them so you can 
be sure they’re rewarded for their clicks by getting 
information that’s useful and relevant to them. 

Location 
You don’t want to send someone a meet-up for young 
alumni in New York City if they live in Vancouver. 
Knowing your constituents’ locations can be a powerful 
way to stay in touch with them and a way to personalize 
what you send. Let people know about events they 
can attend in their area, give them a head’s up about 
networking with fellow alumni in their region. Let them 
know that even when they’re far from campus, there are 
ways to engage with the university and with their peers 
online. 
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